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1. Introduction 

In 2013, several lawyers of younger generation came up with the idea of renewing the activities of 
the Czech national group of the International Literary and Artistic Association (Association littéraire 
et artistique internationale – ALAI), based in Paris and founded in 1878. The association ALAI
Czech Republic was founded with the intention of joining copyright experts and provide them with 
a platform in which to meet, to offer a place in which to exchange opinions and information and 
a space to discuss current copyright problems, including improvements to copyright practice and 
copyright laws. 

It is worth recalling that the Czechoslovak ALAI national group was founded in 1926, the year that 
the first Czechoslovak copyright code was adopted, this chiefly under the guidance of Dr. Jan 
Löwenbach. The Czechoslovak national group was forced to end its activity following the advent of 
the Nazi occupation in 1939, when several of its leading figures left the country for exile.

ALAI Czech Republic was founded on March 14, 2013, and came into existence as of April 16. 
2013, when the constitution of the association was registered by the Ministry of the Interior under 
the Act No. 83/1990 Sb. The first assembly of members, at which the first officials of the 
association were also elected, was held on May 21, 2013. 

In the first year of its existence the association received official recognition as the national chapter
by the International Literary and Artistic Association at the meeting of ALAI’s executive committee
in Paris (on March 9, 2013, the recognition being effective as of the date of formation of ALAI 
Czech Republic). Subsequently, the association succeeded in establishing itself as a friendly 
meeting place for a considerable number of leading Czech copyright experts from various fields,
such as the advocacy, scholarship, academia, judiciary, state copyright administration or in-house 
counsels. The core of ALAI’s activity has primarily been the organisation of seminars for members 
(see below), although in the first year especially it was necessary to manage all other activities 
connected with the association’s foundation, such as administration of the tax registration, bank 
account, electronic mailbox (datová schránka), preparing a visual presentation (the ALAI logo is 
derived, like in case of most other ALAI national groups, from the International Literary and 
Artistic Association logotype), setting up web pages (operated on the domain www.alai.cz), 
preparation of an irregular newsletter for the members etc.

The ALAI association also participates directly in the International Literary and Artistic Association 
activities. The chairman of the association has represented the Czech national group at the ALAI 
world congress at Cartagena, Colombia (Sept. 16. – 18., 2013) (for details see 
alaicartagena2013.org). Members of the association are automatically also members of the 

www.alai.cz),


International Literary and Artistic Association and can enjoy the benefits that this entails. 

2. Activity in 2013 

The association’s main activity in 2013 was the organisation of seminars devoted to various aspects 
of copyright law and rights connected with copyright. Although the seminars are intended chiefly 
for association members, they are not closed to the experts from the public. The central theme for 
2013 was predictably the new Civil Code, which became effective as of 1 January 2014.

Seminar 21. 5. 2013 – Copyright and the new Civil Code I 

The first ALAI Czech Republic’s seminar followed on from the first assembly of members. Prof. 
Ivo Telec presented the agenda for changes to copyright resulting from the adoption of the new 
Civil Code. 

Seminar 19. 6. 2013 – Copyright and the new Civil Code II 

The June meeting took up the theme of the previous seminar, with Prof. Martin Boháček focusing 
on other problematic points relating to the new civil law, particularly on the level of contract law.

Seminar 30. 9. 2013 – Collective Rights Management Directive

Dr. Adéla Faladová and Dr. Peter Mikita spoke on the process of formation and on certain 
problematic provisions in the new directive on collective management of copyright and related 
rights and multi-territorial licensing of rights in musical works for online use in the internal market
(2014/26/EU).

Seminar 10. 12. 2013 – Orphan Works Directive and Term Extension Directive 

In relation to the transposition works on the new EU directives on orphan works (2012/28/EU) and 
on the extension of the term of protection (2011/77/EU) contributions were presented on orphan 
works by Prof. Srstka and Dr. Barták and on the extension of the term of protection by Dr. 
Žikovská.

The seminar was followed by an informal meeting for the pre-Christmas review of ALAI Czech 
Republic’s first year of activities. 

3. Management of the association

In the first year the association’s management was balanced, certain payments were discharged for 
the association by members (part of rent, the logo etc.). The larger part of expenses comprised 
contributions for the International Literary and Artistic Association. 

The association’s sole income in 2013 was made up of contributions. 

Outline: 

Income: CZK 25,000 (part of membership contributions was not paid in time in 2013)

Expenses (including VAT): CZK 20,723.94, of which:
- CZK 19,337.94 membership contributions for the International Literary and 

Artistic Association;



- CZK 968 rent for premises (JazzDock);
- CZK 168 alai.cz domain;
- CZK 250 bank fees.

4. Association’s bodies and officials

The assembly of members is the association’s supreme body.

The association’s executive body is the board of five members. The first board was elected as of 
21.5.2013: 

! Zuzana Císařová
! Rudolf Leška (chairman of the association)
! Jakub Menčl (deputy chairman of the association)
! Ivo Telec
! Petra Žikovská

The composition of the board did not change over the year. 

The chairman is the association’s representative. Rudolf Leška was elected the first chairman as of 
21.5.2013; his office remained unchanged throughout the rest of the year. 

5. Membership base 

At the first assembly of members the membership base was expanded (originally comprising seven 
founding members) by another 19 persons. As of the end of 2013 the membership base had 
expanded by a total of 30 members. 

6. Addendum: Annual Accounts 2013

Follows on separate pages.

Annual Report compiled by
Rudolf Leška, chairman.








